Preparation of phenyl-boronic acid polymer monolith by initiator-free ring-opening polymerization for microextraction of sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim from animal-originated foodstuffs.
Boronate affinity materials are usually used for selective enrichment of cis-diol-containing compounds, mainly based on formation of pH-dependent cyclic ester between cis-diol and boronic acid. Recently, B-N coordination, or combined with hydrogen-bonding interaction, was employed as primary interaction for the extraction of nitrogen-containing compounds. However, there are no reports about the combination of hydrophobic (or π-π) interaction and B-N coordination for the extraction. Here, we prepared a novel hydrophobic phenyl-boronic acid polymer (PBAP) through initiator-free ring-opening polymerization. The adsorption experiment indicated that the PBAP could combine hydrophobic (or π-π) interaction and B-N coordination to enhance their adsorption capacity toward hydrophobic and nitrogen-containing compounds, for example sulfamethoxazole (SMX) and trimethoprim (TMP). In addition, the PBAP monolith synthesized in pipette tip was used as solid phase microextraction (SPME) sorbent with combination of ultra high performance liquid chromatography to extract and monitor SMX and TMP from animal-originated foodstuffs. The proposed method exhibited low limit of quantitation as 5.0 and 1.0 ng mL-1 for SMX and TMP, respectively. The recoveries at three spiked levels were between 92.4% to 100.5% for SMX, and 92.7% to 102.6% for TMP, with intra-day and inter-day relative standard deviations no more than 5.3% and 8.6%, respectively. These results well demonstrated that the combination of hydrophobic (or π-π) interaction and B-N coordination played an important role in the extraction of hydrophobic and nitrogen-containing compounds.